
Redefining your space



Kitchen
Styles

Enhance the beauty of your home with real 

wood ash or replicated wood grain painted 

doors in a variety of heritage colours, providing  

a timeless and elegant touch to any home. 

The slim profile and integrated finger pull 

feature on the doors offers a smooth, 

uninterrupted finish. Customise doors with 

matt painted or gloss colours.

The contemporary slab kitchen features a 

streamlined look, with a flat door and a soft 

radius edge. Available in a range of colours,  

from classic white and neutrals to heritage hues. 

Transform your kitchen with a modern,  

handleless design. Choose from gloss, matt, 

wood grain or concrete finishes. 

Handleless

Slab

Shaker

J Pull

Prepare to be captivated by the art of kitchen 

design as you explore a curated collection of 

exceptional kitchens.

Avalon kitchens are meticulously crafted to redefine 

the way you experience culinary excellence. Delve 

into a palette of captivating colours, exquisite 

finishes, and cutting-edge kitchen fittings that  

blend aesthetics with practicality.

Haddington kitchen shown in anthracite.
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Shaker
Hawkshaw 8

Haddington 16

Pendle 22

Bowland 30

Appleton  36

Kinder 42

Solent 48 

Handleless
Moderna  56

J Pull
Integra Matt 62

Integra Gloss 68

Slab
Image 74

Vero  78 

Metro 82 

Tempo Natural  88

Tempo Colour 92

At times, it can be difficult to identify the best 

kitchen option from the seemingly endless array 

of possibilities. We have plenty of resources 

available to make the process easier, including 

categories below and a directory in the back of 

the book. Whether you’re looking for a heritage 

colour, something natural, a flat door, or a shaker 

style, we can help you find the right kitchen.

Our CollectionsThe heart of the home
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Neutrals

Greens

Warms

Greys

Blues

Deep Lichen

KashmirOyster

Grey Mist

Anthracite

Charcoal

Midnight Blue

Storm Grey

Fjord Laurel

Elizabethan 

Red

Mint

Rose

Moss Green

Tuscan

Reed Green

Tyrolean Blue

Bleached Stone

Monsoon

White

Colour your 
kitchen
Painted doors to order
When it comes to kitchen design, painted 

kitchens are a popular choice for many 

homeowners. Whether you’re looking for a 

classic look, a modern style, or something 

unique, a painted kitchen can help you 

create the perfect atmosphere for your 

kitchen. Painted kitchens come in a variety 

of colours, styles, and finishes, with the 

ultimate goal of creating a custom look 

that fits your personal style. 
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Rose Midnight Blue

Painted for a luxurious finish.
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Our newest slim frame shaker kitchen 
gives an eye-catching update to an  
old favourite.  

Offering a crisp, contemporary feel, our skinny shaker 

is the perfect way to bring a fresh, stylish look to your 

home. Featuring a slim frame of just 68mm, this modern 

interpretation of the classic Shaker style exudes sleekness 

and sophistication. Choose from a carefully curated palette 

of 20 colours, featuring doors painted on both sides.

Hawkshaw

20 Colours PaintedShaker

Colours

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

Collection

Incorporating a glazed dresser can act as a display 

feature creating an ambience with internal lighting. 

Shown in tyrolean blue and grey mist, with brushed 

satin brass knobs (HA2303) and handles (HA2302).

98



Hawkshaw
Collection

Hawkshaw in bleached stone creates a 

warm contemporary feel. Shown with rose 

gold D handles (HA1900). 1110



13

Hawkshaw
Collection

Beautifully crafted dovetail jointed oak 

drawer box shown in Tuscan painted doors. 

Introducing our sleek skinny shaker kitchen:  
a modern twist on a timeless classic 

12

For a more traditional style look at mixing the 

hardware, incorporating polished chrome cup handles 

(HA1406) and knobs (HA1405). Shown in monsoon.
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Hawkshaw
Collection

Hawkshaw kitchen painted in a stunning mix of 

charcoal and Tuscan with brushed brass Banbury 

handles (HA2102) and knobs (HA2103). 1514



Haddington
Collection

Haddington is a contemporary 
interpretation of the classic shaker 
style kitchen. 

Crafted with an Ash hardwood flat five piece shaker door, 

veneer centre panel, and beading around the doors and 

drawers, this modern kitchen design adds a subtle yet 

sophisticated touch to any space. The doors are painted on 

both sides in a range of 20 colours, giving you the option to 

create a bold statement.

20 Colours PaintedFive Piece  
Shaker

Colours

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

Haddington kitchen shown in anthracite.
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Haddington painted in the Elizabethan red for 

a dramatic look.  Shown with Calgary American 

bronze knobs (HA2201) and handles (HA2200).

Haddington
Collection

Add a touch of luxury with 
quartz worktops and upstands. 

Customise your kitchen by opting for a seating 

area. Haddington kitchen shown in moss green 

with knurled brass T-bar handles (HA1703).
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Haddington
Collection

Create a unique and stylish space where colour is key. 

Shown in rose and midnight blue. 2120



This classic shaker-style kitchen  
will bring a timeless elegance to  
any home.  

Featuring a five-piece timber frame door and drawer has 

square joints, vertical-grain centre panel, and “V”-frame groove 

joints, this kitchen provides a traditional and family-friendly 

atmosphere. Accentuate the look with chrome, gold, wooden, 

or aluminium handles, and choose from a variety of worktops 

like solid wood, granite, quartz, and laminate. 

Pendle
Collection

20 Colours PaintedFive Piece 
Shaker

A timeless design with a soft and calming colour 

palette. Shown in a two-tone of white and mint 

with the Calgary handles and knobs. 

Colours

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

2322



Pendle
Collection

A feature mantle brings a more traditional 

look to your space. Shown in bleached 

stone and anthracite.

Match this classic shaker to your personality with a choice of 

20 elegant colours. Shown in Elizabethan red and rose with 

knurled matt black bar handles (HA1602) and knobs (HA1600). 2524



Pendle
Collection

Black handles add the finishing touch, team it with a matching 

tap and appliances, it will elevate the aesthetics of the design. 

Shown in grey mist and deep lichen with matt black cup 

handles (HA1404) and knobs (HA1403). 2726



A subtle country-living style kitchen 

shown in moss green and bleached stone.

Pendle shown in a tyrolean blue. Add a feature 

tiled splashback to create a focal point. 

28

Pendle
Collection

A central island can be a great 
gathering spot for family and friends. 

2928



Bowland is the perfect fusion of classic 
and contemporary, with its painted finish 
and integrated handle design.

This handleless, slim framed shaker features a 22.5mm-thick door 

and is available in 20 stunning paint-to order-finishes. The timeless 

quality of the design appeals to both modern and traditional tastes 

creating a synergy between kitchen and living spaces. 

Bowland
Collection

20 Colours PaintedShaker

Add a striking worktop for a 

dramatic effect. Bowland kitchen 

shown in charcoal and rose.

Colours

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

3130



Bowland
Collection

Mix and match your worktops to separate 

the space between cooking and eating. 

Shown in midnight blue.
3332



Bowland
Collection

Bowland shown in Fjord

The Bowland is the perfect choice for open plan 

spaces, it blends seamlessly between the living, 

dining and kitchen areas.

Shown in deep lichen.

3534



Featuring sleek lines and a minimalist 
aesthetic, our super slim framed 
cabinets bring a contemporary twist 
to the timeless appeal of the classic 
shaker design.

Customisation is at the heart of our Appleton Kitchen. With a 

classic range of painted colours and storage options to choose 

from, you have the freedom to create a kitchen that reflects 

your personal taste and complements your unique space. 

Appleton
Collection

Colours

5 ColoursShaker

Grey Mist Indigo Blue WhiteDust Grey Reed Green

Matt Finish

Combining shades of grey create an 

indulgent feel to this kitchen. 

Shown in two-tone white and dust grey.  3736



Appleton
Collection

Appleton shown in reed green and indigo blue. 

The glazed units make use of the full height 

space, maximising storage. 3938



Appleton
Collection

Appleton shown in grey mist grey and dust grey, 

with a stunning fluted glass glazed unit.

4140



Dust Grey Indigo Blue

Kinder is a stylish, timeless shaker 
kitchen with a gorgeous wood effect 
door that is not only durable but also 
more cost-effective than real wood 
painted doors.  

The door and drawer have a five-piece frame with square 

joints, a vertical grain centre panel, and “V”- frame groove 

joints. Create a two-toned kitchen by pairing the paint 

colours with a dark wood floor for an amazing look.

Kinder
Collection

Grey Mist Reed Green

Colours

Kinder shown in grey mist and dust grey.

4 Colours Wood EffectFive Piece 
Shaker

4342



Kinder
Collection

Add a modern touch to this shaker kitchen 

with metal bar handles. Shown in grey mist.

See page 102 for our full range of handles.

Kinder shown in indigo blue. 

Kinder offers a selection of soft greys as well as a 
beautiful indigo blue, perfect for creating a two-tone look 

or making a strong statement with a single colour.

44 4544



Kinder
Collection

Extending your worktop adds additional seating and creates 

a sociable space that works for you while entertaining.

Shown in reed green with knurled brushed nickel bar handle 

(HA1501) and knob (HA1500). 
4746



OysterWhite

Solent’s modern shaker-style kitchen 
offers a sleek design with clean lines 
that create a symmetrical look. 

The doors feature a seamless frame and shallow centre panel, 

and the wrapped finish is highly durable and scratch-resistant. 

The radius profile edges keep moisture out, making this an ideal 

choice for busy households. This shaker style kitchen is available 

in 10 trendy matt finish colours and a gloss finish.

Solent
Collection

Tyrolean Blue Sage GreenFjord

Kashmir

Gloss Grey 

Mist

Dust Grey

Indigo Blue

Grey Mist

Reed Green

Colours

A two-tone of grey mist and reed green.

11 Colours Matt GlossShaker x1

4948



Create a dramatic colour scheme with 
our bold tyrolean blue and dust grey.

A large kitchen island has become a staple 

feature, creating additional storage, food 

preparation space and a place to gather around. 

Solent
Collection

5150



Fjord brings together the shades of green 

and grey to transform the room in to a 

refreshing space. 

Solent kitchen shown in Kashmir.

Create a natural space with grey mist.

52 53

Solent
Collection

5352



Solent shown in gloss grey mist 

creates a versatile modern look

Solent shown in sage green draws on a soft 

serene shade, bringing nature into the kitchen.

For a bright and spacious feel, our gloss 
grey mist kitchens have a high-shine, 
polished finish that reflects light, coupled 
with a dramatic black marble worktop.

Solent
Collection

5554



Create a contemporary look that combines textures 

and solids with Chicago concrete and gloss white.

Moderna has revolutionised the 
modern kitchen look, providing 
handleless kitchens with an 
unmistakably Germanic style. 

These kitchens boast sleek, minimalist cabinetry, matching 

trims and clean lines, with a variety of colour palettes and 

finishes, including gloss lacquer, super matt, timber effect, 

and concrete. The perfect combination of form and function.

Moderna
Collection

Matt  

Grey Mist

Gloss  

Dakota

Matt  

White

Matt  

Charcoal

Gloss 

Kashmir

Gloss  

White

Matt 

Indigo

Matt 

Reed Green

Gloss  

Grey Mist

Colours
Gloss

Super Matt

Wood & Concrete Effect

12 Colours Available in 3 
finishes

Handleless

Halifax Oak Vincenza OakChicago 

Concrete

5756



Moderna
Collection

Add a touch of warmth to your kitchen with 

Halifax oak and white gloss. 

58

Moderna is an elegant streamlined design.  

Shown in gloss Kashmir. 

Infuse natural wood textures with 
complimentary colours.

5958



Moderna
Collection

Bring the whole design together by choosing contrasting 

end panels that complement the kitchen island.

Moderna shown in matt white and matt indigo
6160



A sleek and elegant design perfect for a contemporary 

kitchen design. Shown in reed green.

Integra’s doors have a distinctive 
 J profile handle, offering easy access 
to its tall cupboards and cabinets. 

Hand painted in soft matt colours to bring out the natural 

beauty of a wood finish. With its contemporary design and 

minimalist finish, this is the perfect choice for homeowners 

seeking a sleek, stylish look.

Integra Matt
Collection

20 Colours PaintedJ Pull

Colours

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

6362



Integra Matt
Collection

Shown in bleached stone. 

Give your space some personality 

by adding colour to your walls. 

Shown in grey mist. 

64

If you are passionate about cooking add a bank of 

four appliances, taking your kitchen to a new level. 

Shown in fjord.  

Fjord green creating a calm aesthetic feel, 
with built in J handles for easy access

6564



Integra Matt
Collection

Create a sociable space with an extended worktop and space to sit.

Shown in midnight blue. 6766



Gloss White

Add statement lighting to your island and 

underneath cabinets to create an evening ambience.

 Shown in gloss white.

Integra gloss is the perfect choice 
for small spaces due to its reflective 
properties that can make any room 
feel bright and inviting. 

Its unique ‘J’ shaped handle offers easy access to tall 

cupboards and cabinets, while its selection of four heritage 

pastel colours providing a modern feel.

Integra Gloss
Collection

Gloss Dakota Gloss 

Kashmir

Gloss Grey 

Mist

Colours

4 Colours Gloss FinishJ Pull

6968



Integra Gloss
Collection

Create a feature bank of tall larder units and integrated appliances 

that streamline the kitchen design. Shown in gloss Kashmir. 7170



Integra Gloss
Collection

Create a contemporary look 
by pairing glossy cabinetry 
with natural wood upstands 
and flooring.

Inject natural tones into your kitchen with a beautiful 

wooden worktop, feature splashback and flooring.

Shown in gloss grey mist. 7372



Gloss White

The kitchen ‘Image’ is a stunning 
sight, featuring a flat door with 
square edges in a high-gloss finish. 

Deciding between handleless or handled designs, this 

kitchen is perfect for a modern home with its sleek look 

and natural colour palette. This kitchen is sure to bring a 

stylish touch to any interior.

Image
Collection

Gloss Dakota Gloss 

Kashmir

Gloss Grey 

Mist

Colours

4 Colours Gloss FinishSlab

A stunning gloss grey mist kitchen with 

complimentary woodblock worktop, end panels and 

plinth detail really bring the whole design together. 7574



Image
Collection

A gloss kitchen with a mirror-like finish reflects light, 
giving the feeling of space and openness.

A timeless gloss white kitchen, that brings 

together functional design and elegance. 

Shown in gloss white.

Collection

A bold contrast between the gloss 

Kashmir and black quartz worktop.

Shown in gloss Dakota.

7776



Matt  

Grey Mist

Matt  

White

Matt 

Indigo

 Keep appliances together for a streamlined 

design. Shown in matt grey mist with 

brushed nickel handle (HA790).

For a contemporary look in  
your kitchen, opt for a slab door.

Their flat panels give the illusion of a spacious area, with  

a high-resistance adhesive system that keeps the door 

looking good regardless of temperature and humidity.  

From matt grey mist, indigo and white, you are sure to find 

the right colour for your space. Top it off with a long, slimline 

T-bar or D-bar handle in black, nickel or stainless-steel effect 

for a modern statement.

Vero
Collection

Colours

3 Colours Matt FinishSlab

7978



Vero
Collection

Add a splash of colour with a two-tone kitchen.

Base units shown in indigo and wall cabinets in 

white with curved bow chrome handle (HA931). 
8180



The timeless, minimalist design of 
slab door kitchens provides a modern 
look that is sure to last and is easy  
to style. 

Sitting perfectly within a bright open plan space. With a 

single-piece construction, these doors can be customised 

with a range of stylish statement handles to suit any taste. 

Create an organic look with natural colour palette greens, 

blues, greys and whites.

Metro
Collection

Colours

10 Colours Matt FinishSlab

Add a touch of luxe  to your kitchen with our 

brass handle collection. See page 103  

Metro shown in reed green and grey mist.

OysterWhite

Tyrolean Blue Sage GreenFjord

Kashmir Dust Grey

Indigo Blue

Grey Mist

Reed Green

8382



Indigo teamed with antique copper handles 

(HA1341) creates an indulgent kitchen space. 8584



Metro shown in sage green with knurled 

nickel handle (HA1504) and knob (HA1503).

Metro shown in white, featuring matt black 

handles (HA1802) 160mm and (HA1409) 320mm.

86

Metro
Collection

Customise your door with stylish 
statement handles to suit your taste.

8786



A waterfall worktop creates the impression of  

a seamless continuation of the work surface. 

Shown in Vincenza oak .

Introduce a timeless appeal to your 
kitchen with natural shades.

If you’re wanting a contemporary minimalistic kitchen with 

an industrial flair, mix in concrete finish doors and super 

slim countertops with stylish oak doors and handles to 

create a look that is both beautiful and functional.

Tempo Natural
Collection

Halifax Oak Vincenza  

Oak

Chicago 

Concrete

Colours

3 Colours Natural EffectSlab

8988



90

Tempo Natural
Collection

Mix and match the Tempo kitchens for a two-tone look, 

this kitchen features Vincenza oak and Chicago concrete.
9190



This kitchen is shown in a mix of 

stone grey and Halifax oak.

Create a contemporary or classic 
setting with a two-toned kitchen.

Pairing a neutral palette of reed green, charcoal or stone 

grey with wood finishes Halifax oak or Vincenza oak 

helps to create distinct blocks of colour in your kitchen. 

This combination works well in a larger or open plan 

kitchen diner.

Tempo Colour
Collection

Reed Green Stone GreyCharcoal

Colours

3 Colours Matt FinishSlab

9392



Tempo Colour
Collection

Bring the outdoor in with natural tones 
of wood grains and softer shades of beige 
or add a splash of green.

This kitchen is shown in a mix of 

Halifax oak and reed green.
9594



Doors 98

Handles 102

Worktops 110

Sinks and taps 112

Lighting 117

Storage solutions 118

Planning your kitchen 122

Avalon’s comprehensive specification  

guide illustrates our wide selection of doors, 

colours and shapes, worktops, handles, sinks, 

taps, lighting, storage solutions and tips for 

planning your kitchen.

The details...
Specification guide

Tempo Colour
CollectionCollection

Create a striking contrast with two-toned kitchen 
designs for a contemporary or classic setting

Shown in charcoal and Vincenza oak with 

push to open doors and drawers using Blum 

Merivo drawer box.

9796



Reed Green

Indigo BlueDust Grey

Doors
Paint to order

Elevate your kitchen’s style with our paint-to-

order kitchen doors, allowing you to customize 

your space with the perfect colour of your choice.

Hawkshaw PendleHaddington Bowland Integra Matt

Door styles

Slim frame shaker 
door

Five piece shaker 
door

Five piece shaker 
door with vertical 
profile

Shaker with 
integrated handle

J-Pull door

Five piece woodgrain door

Slim frame smooth shaker door

Smooth shaker door

Doors
Standard Colours

Discover our range of standard kitchen door 

colours, carefully curated to offer a timeless 

selection that effortlessly complements any 

style or design aesthetic.

Kinder

Appleton

Door styles 

Solent

Grey Mist

Grey Mist Dust Grey WhiteIndigo Blue

Reed Green

White

Monsoon

Laurel Moss Green

Kashmir

Midnight Blue

Elizabethan 

Red

Grey Mist

Fjord

Tuscan

Oyster

Tyrolean Blue

Mint

Bleached Stone

Anthracite

Rose

Storm Grey Charcoal

Deep Lichen Reed Green

Colours

OysterWhite

Tyrolean Blue Sage GreenFjord

Kashmir

Gloss Grey 

Mist

Dust Grey

Indigo Blue

Grey Mist

Reed Green

9998



Integra Gloss & Image

Vero

Moderna

Gloss WhiteGloss Dakota Gloss 

Kashmir

Gloss Grey 

Mist

Matt  

Grey Mist

Matt  

White

Matt 

Indigo

Matt  

Grey Mist

Gloss  

Dakota

Matt  

White

Matt  

Charcoal

Gloss 

Kashmir

Matt 

Indigo

Matt 

Reed Green

Gloss  

Grey Mist

Gloss  

White

Gloss

Super Matt Wood & Concrete Effect

Doors
Standard Colours

Tempo Colour

Reed Green Stone GreyCharcoal

Halifax 

Oak

Halifax 

Oak

Vincenza 

Oak

Vincenza 

Oak

Chicago 

Concrete

Chicago 

Concrete

Metro

Tempo Natural

Doors
Standard Colours

Integra - J-Pull door

Image - Slab door

True handleless door

Slab door

Slab door

Slab door

Slab door

OysterWhite

Tyrolean Blue Sage GreenFjord

Kashmir Dust Grey

Indigo Blue

Grey Mist

Reed Green

101100



Add a modern touch to your kitchen with black kitchen handles!

Matt Black Cup Handle

HA1404 (64mm)

Knurled Matt Black Boss 
Handle

HA1604 (160mm)

Calgary Matt Black Knob

HA2205 (35mm)

Black Nickel Square Frame 
Handle 

HA1393 (160mm)

Calgary Matt Black Cup 
Handle

HA2204 (128mm)

Matt Black D Handle 

HA1394 (128mm) HA1395 (160mm) 
HA1396 (192mm) HA1397 (256mm) 

HA1398 (320mm)

Knurled Matt Black Bar 
Handle

HA1601 (160mm) HA1602 (320mm)

Matt Black Knob 

HA1403 (38mm)

Knurled Matt Black Knob

HA1600 (17mm)

Black handles

Handles
Finishing touch
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Welcome to the world of kitchen handles! 

Here you will find a wide range of handles to 

help make your kitchen look and feel its best. 

Our selection of handles is designed to match 

any style of kitchen, from sleek modern 

designs to more traditional looks. We offer a 

variety of materials, finishes and sizes to help 

you find the perfect handle to match your 

kitchen’s decor. With a variety of styles and 

finishes, you can easily find the right handle 

to give your kitchen a unique and stylish look.

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Add a modern touch to your kitchen with black kitchen handles!

Matt Black D Handle

HA1802  (160mm)

Matt Black Square Frame

HA1407 (128mm) HA1408 (160mm) 
HA1409 (320mm)

Matt Black Pull Handle

HA1800 (190mm) 

Black handles

A fantastic heritage collection bringing warmth and style

Scoop D Satin Brushed Gold 
Handle

HA1345 (180mm) HA1346 (320mm)  

Dorchester Brushed  
Satin Brass Pull Handle

HA2302 (160mm)

Banbury Brushed  
Satin Brass Knob

HA2103 (32mm)

Brushed Brass Cup Handle

HA1402 (64mm)

Blade D Satin Brushed  
Gold Handle

HA1350 (160mm) HA1351 (320mm)

Brushed  
Satin Brass Pull Handle

HA2102 (128mm)

Calgary Brushed  
Satin Brass Cup Handle

HA2202 (128mm)

Calgary Brushed  
Satin Brass Knob

HA2203 (35mm)

Dorchester Brushed  
Satin Brass Knob

HA2303 (38mm)

Brushed Brass Knob

HA1401 (38mm)

Gold, bronze, brass  
and copper handles

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Knurled Matt Black 
T-bar

HA1603 (60mm)

Knurled Gun Black Epoxy 
Handle

HA2001 (160mm)

Matt Black T Bar

HA1801 (160mm) 

Parol Rose Gold D Handle

HA1900 (160mm)

Knurled Brass Bar Handle

HA1701 (160mm) HA1702 (320mm)

Knurled Brass Boss Handle

HA1704 (160mm)

Knurled Brass T-bar

HA1703 (60mm)

Knurled Brass Knob

HA1700 (17mm)

Flint D Satin Brushed Gold 
Handle

HA1360 (160mm)

103102



Brushed Antique 
Copper D Handle

HA1392 (160mm)

Dorchester American Copper 
Pull Handle

HA2300 (160mm)

Matt Brass Ribbed  
D Handle

HA1901 (160mm)

Calgary American Bronze 
Cup Handle

HA2200 (128mm)

Banbury Brushed American 
Bronze Pull Handle

HA2100 (128mm)

Antique Copper Cup Handle

HA1332 (64mm)

Antique Copper D Handle

HA1335 (128mm) HA136 (160mm)

Antique Copper D Handle

HA1331 (96mm)

Antique Copper Bow Handle

HA1340 (128mm) HA1341 (160mm)

Dorchester American Copper 
Knob

HA2301 (38mm)

Antique Copper Knob

HA1330 (38mm)

Banbury Brushed  
American Bronze Knob

HA2101 (32mm)

Calgary American Bronze 
Knob

HA2201 (35mm)

Brushed Antique Copper Knob

HA2000 (35mm)

A fantastic heritage collection bringing warmth and styleGold, bronze, brass  
and copper handles

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Stylish and sophisticated chrome handles Chrome handles

Knob Chrome

HA469 (32mm)

Square D Chrome

 HA966 (160mm) HA967 (224mm) 
HA968 (320mm)

Knob & Backplate Chrome

HA1225 (38mm)

Banbury Chrome Handle

HA2104 (128mm)

Dorchester Chrome Knob

HA2305 (38mm)

Tapered Bow Matt Chrome

HA700 (128mm) HA701 (224mm)

Rear Fix Trim Chrome

HA1030 (32mm)

Polished Chrome Cup Handle

HA1406 (64mm)

Rear Fix Trim Chrome

HA1031 (128mm) HA1032 (192mm) 
HA1033 (320mm)

Curved Bow Chrome

HA930 (128mm) HA931 (160mm) 
HA932 (224mm)

Square D Pull Chrome

HA939 (192mm) HA937 (128mm) 
HA938 (160mm) HA939 (192mm) 

HA940 (288mm) 

Swept D Pull Chrome

HA1090 (160mm)

Slim Pull Chrome

HA954 (128mm) HA955 (160mm) 
HA956 (192mm) HA957 (224mm) 

HA958 (288mm)

Dorchester Chrome Pull

HA2304 (160mm)

Detailed Chrome D Pull Handle

HA1100 (192mm)

Rialto Bright Brushed Nickel 
D Pull Handle

HA1290 (160mm) HA1291 (320mm)

Banbury Chrome Knob

HA2105 (32mm)

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

American Copper Square D 
Handle 

HA1384 (160mm)

American Copper 
Bow Handle 

HA1386 (160mm)

American Copper 
Bridge Handle 

HA1385 (160mm)

Polished Chrome Knob

HA1405 (38mm)
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Brushed Nickel Cup Handle

HA1400 (64mm)

Slim D Nickel

HA974 (128mm) HA975 (192mm) 
HA976 (224mm) HA977 (320mm) 

HA978 (448mm)

Square D Nickel

HA969 (96mm) HA970 (128mm 
HA971 (160mm) HA972 (224mm) 

HA973 (320mm)

Rialto D Pull Satin Brushed 
Nickel

HA1285 (160mm) HA1286 (320mm) 

Slim Pull Nickel

HA959 (128mm) HA960 (160mm) 
HA961 (192mm) HA962 (224mm) 

HA963 (288mm)

Square D Pull Nickel

 HA934 (160mm) HA935 (192mm) 

Strap Pull Brushed Nickel

HA750 (160mm)

Knurled Brushed Nickel Bar

HA1501 (160mm) HA1502 (320mm)

Escudo Brushed Nickel

HA790 (128mm) HA791 (160mm)

Brushed Nickel Knob

HA1399 (38mm)

Knob Brushed Nickel

HA770 (36mm)

Escudo Knob Brushed Nickel

HA792 (34mm)

Matt D Nickel

HA105X (128mm)

Square D Satin  
Brushed Nickel

HA1361 (160mm)

Bow Brushed Nickel

HA775 (128mm) HA776 (192mm) 
HA777 (320mm)

D Brushed Nickel

HA1310 (160mm) HA1311 (320mm)

Blade D Satin Brushed Nickel

HA1352 (160mm) HA1353 (320mm)

Bowed Strap Square Nickel

 HA1020 (160mm) HA1021 
(384mm) HA1022 (480mm)

Curved Bow Nickel

HA927 (128mm) HA928 (160mm) 
HA929 (224mm)

Nickel handles Add a sleek and stylish touch with a choice of nickel finished handles

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Square D Pull Stainless Steel 
Effect

HA1080 (32mm)

Swept D Pull Stainless Steel 
Effect

 HA1130 (160mm) HA1131 (192mm) 
HA1132 (320mm)

Strap Handle Brushed 
Steel

HA710 (160mm)

Bow Stainless Steel Effect 

HA435 (320mm)  HA436 (192mm) 
HA437 (128mm)

Rear Fix Trim Stainless Steel 
Effect

HA1041 (128mm) HA1042 (192mm) 
HA1043 (320mm)

Boss 22 Stainless Steel Effect

HA650 (197mm)

Rear Fix Trim Stainless Steel 
Effect

HA1040 (32mm)

Square D Pull Stainless Steel 
Effect

HA1081 (128mm) HA1082 (192mm) 
HA1083 (320mm)

Knob Stainless Steel Effect

HA471 (30mm)

Miami Trim Stainless Steel Effect

HA1250 (147mm) HA1251 (247mm) HA1252 (277mm) HA1252A (277mm L door)
HA1253 (297mm) HA1254 (347mm) HA1255 (397mm)

Bar Stainless Steel Effect

HA610 (188mm) HA611 (237mm) 
HA612 (337mm)

Swept D Pull Stainless Steel 
Effect

HA1091 (160mm)

Miami Trim Stainless Steel Effect

HA1256 (447mm) HA1257 (497mm) HA1258 (597mm) HA1259 (697mm)
HA1260 (797mm) HA1261 (897mm) HA1262 (997mm) HA1263 (1197mm) 

HA1264LB (310mm) HA1265LB (327mm) HA1266LW (280mm)  
HA1267LW (297mm)

Steel handles Modern and sleek, stainless steel handles provide a designer edge

For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Knurled Brushed Nickel Boss 
Handle 

HA1504 (160mm)

Knurled Brushed Nickel Knob

HA1500 (17mm)

Knurled Brushed Nickel T-bar

HA1503 (60mm)

D Escudo Titanium Bronze

HA601 (160mm) HA602 (128mm)

 D Pull Titanium

HA915 (160mm) HA917 (288mm) 

Escudo Knob Titanium 
Bronze

HA603 (34mm)

Titanium handles Add strength, durability and a clean lined industrial look
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For our full range of handles and sizes, please ask in store representative

Grip Pewter

HA720

Pull Pewter

 HA721 (96mm) HA722 (128mm) 
HA723 (160mm)

Plaid Strap Pewter

HA800 (96mm)

Pull Handle Cast Iron

HA1205 (22mm)

Pull D Handle Cast Iron

 HA1215 (128mm) HA1216 (224mm)

Oval Plaid Pewter Knob

HA801 (55mm)

Cast Iron Knob

HA1210 (38mm)

Pull Handle Cast Iron

 HA1206 (128mm) HA1207 (160mm) 
HA1208 (192mm)

Pewter handles High quality, antique-style look that adds warmth to any space

Oak Knob

HA982 (40mm)

Sanded Oak Knob

HA1000 (55mm)

Oak Knob

HA991 (55mm)

Wood handles Nothing says classic more than a wooden handle, handcrafted and superior
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Hawkshaw painted in Tuscan and charcoal features Banbury brushed satin brass handles and knobs.

Blade D Pewter

HA1354 (160mm) HA1355 (320mm)
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Worktops
Form and function

Our worktops are crafted to the highest 

standards in a range of traditional and 

contemporary finishes, allowing you to create 

a kitchen that is both stylish and practical. 

Enhance the look of your kitchen with a 40mm round-edge 

laminate worktops. These worktops provide a softer, elegant 

look and are available in a variety of finishes.

White Terrazzo Gloss

Everest

Anthracite Metal Rock

White Andromeda Matt

Oak

Grey Pietra Marble

Tawny Crystal Gloss

Walnut

Luserna Nero Luna

Grey Andromeda Matt

Natural Halifax Oak

White Carrara Marble

White Halifax Oak

Jackson Pine

Curved edge laminate

sparkle finish

Give your kitchen a modern, clean, 

and fresh look, with a square edge 

40mm worktop. This contemporary 

worktop has a realistic slab-like 

appearance that adds cleaner lines 

to your kitchen. 

Egger 25mm square edge 

worktops combine a perfect 

fusion of natural appearances 

with metallic effects creating 

harmonious colour and texture 

contrasts.

White Levanto Marble

Anthracite Metal Rock

White Chromix Black Gold Metal Slate

Grey Bardolino Oak

Chicago Concrete

Driftwood

Cento

Grey Siena Marble Grey Braganza Granite

Square edge laminate

Egger worktops

Create a sleek, sophisticated look with a 12mm thick, slimline 

breakfast bar, worktop, upstand and splashback (6mm) featuring 

abrasion-resistant, temperature-neutral, moisture and heat-

resistant, and antibacterial surfaces, these modern kitchen surfaces 

are perfect for creating a stylish yet functional kitchen. 

Black Satin  
Black Core

Madison Concrete  
Suede, Black Core

Black Marmor Stone  
Satin, Black Core

Neptunite Concrete 
Black Core

Statuario Stone Satin  
White Core

Dark Marble 
Black Core

Houston Concrete  
Suede, Black Core

Antico Concrete 
Black Core

Venice Marble  
White Core

White Aurora 
White Core

Slimline laminate
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Sinks & Taps

Everyone’s individual tastes and needs are different. That’s why we offer a wide range of 

sinks and taps to suit every home. From traditional to modern, classic to contemporary, our 

stunning selection of products is guaranteed to make your kitchen look great. Our carefully 

selected collection features some of the latest designs from leading manufacturers. With a 

range of materials, styles, shapes and finishes, you can create a truly unique look. 

From traditional to modern Our range of taps provides a variety of options, from dual lever and single taps,  

to spiral and lever pull out spray taps, all of which come in a range of stylish finishes, 

such as stainless steel, black, gold, copper, black steel and gunmetal.

Taps

SL6 Single lever chrome  
tap 

Available in chrome

SP12 Spiro chrome  
pull out spray tap  

Available in chrome

ASP2 Aspen chrome single 
lever tap 

ASPS2 - Pull Out 
Available in chrome  

 

LAM Lamar blackened copper 
tap 

Available in chrome & blackened copper

ARDPUR Ardor Puriti 
water filter tap 
Available in chrome

DEL Delta polished  
chrome single lever tap  

Available in chrome

WAS Washington chrome dual 
lever monobloc tap  

Available in chrome & brushed nickel

SCRU Shaftsbury dual lever 
traditional monobloc tap 

Available in chrome, brass & brushed 

nickel

AVE Avel dual lever  
block tap  

Available in chrome, brushed  

nickel & stainless steel

ASP2 Aspen anthracite  
single lever tap 

Available in anthracite & pebble grey

KAR Karns single  
lever tap  

Available in stainless steel, black,  

gold, copper, black steel & gunmetal

AVE Avel dual lever  
kitchen tap  

Available in black, black steel,  

gold & stainless steel
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We offer a diverse selection of kitchen 

inset and surface mounted sinks to suit 

any style of kitchen. From traditional 

ceramic to modern granite and 

practical stainless steel, our range of 

materials, bowl sizes and depths can 

be tailored to your personal needs. 

Whether you are looking for a classic 

sink for a timeless country kitchen 

or a sleek and modern sink for a 

contemporary kitchen, you’ll find the 

ideal product here.

Available in anthracite, chalk white, pebble grey, desert sand and mink

Sinks

Granite 

VEI150 1.5 bowl granite  
sink with drainer

CAN150 Canis 1.5 Bowl granite  
sink drainer

CAN100 Canis single bowl granite  
sink with drainer 

LEE150UAN Leesti 1.5 bowl undermount 
Geotech granite sink  

LEE200PG Leesti Double bowl  
undermount granite sink

LEE600 Single bowl  
Geotech granite sink

SOT100 Single bowl  
granite sink with drainer

VE100 Single bowl granite  
sink with drainer

SOT150 1.5 Bowl granite  
sink with drainer
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Ceramic 

FOX150 Ceramic white 1.5 bowl  
inset sink with drainer

FRI150U Friska ceramic white 1.5  
bowl undermount sink

PAL150 Paladin ceramic white 1.5  
bowl inset or undermount sink

CPBS5BK Black ceramic  
single bowl sink

Chepstow 2 Ceramic 
white double bowl sink

CPBS4 Belfast ceramic modern 
Belfast sit on ceramic sink

ETT150U  Ettra ceramic white 
undermounted ceramic 1.5 bowl sink 

ETT600 Ceramic white undermounted 
ceramic single bowl sink

FOX100 Foxboro ceramic white 1 bowl  
inset sink with drainer

WIL100 Wiltshire ceramic 1 bowl  
sink with drainer 

WIL150 Wiltshire ceramic 1.5  
sink with drainer 

Berkshire Single bowl  
inset or undermounted
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Stainless Steel 

FORM52 Stainless steel  
undermount sink

Mode045 Stainless steel wide sink  
Available stainless, copper, gunmetal, gold & black

VA150 Vanga stainless steel  
1.5 bowl inset sink with drainer 

CR151SS Crane stainless steel  
1.5 bowl sink with drainer 

CR101SS Crane stainless steel  
bowl sink with drainer 

FORM150 Stainless steel  
1.5 undermount sink

DO150 Dove stainless steel  
inset 1.5 bowl sink with drainer 

LY100 Lyon stainless steel  
1 bowl sink with drainer

BZ150 Blaze left or  
right handed drainer 

Lighting Create the ideal lighting atmosphere for your cooking 

area with luxury diffused LED lights in cool, warm, and 

natural white colour temperatures. Choose from brushed 

nickel or aluminium finishes in various sizes. Enjoy the 

convenience of plug-in or switch-controlled installation 

for use under cabinets, plinths, and shelves.

Bold and bright

Vega Diffused  
Surface/ Recessed Light  

Available in Natural White & Warm White 

Vega Square Plinth Light 
Available in Natural White

Vega Diffused 
LED Designer Tri-Light 

Available in Natural White & Warm White 

Round LED Plinth Light  
Available in Cool White & Warm White 

Solaris Diffused 
LED surface light 

Available in Natural White

Non Diffused  
LED Designer Polaris 

Triangle Light 
Available in Cool White

Sirius Magnetic Diffused LED Super 
slim surface light  

Available in Natural White & Warm White 
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Storage solutions
A place for everything

Bowland shown in Kashmir and Tuscan

Tired of cluttered kitchen counters and cabinets? Do you find yourself wishing 

for a way to make your kitchen more efficient and organised? Look no further than 

our kitchen storage solutions! With our products, you’ll be able to find a place for 

everything and make your kitchen more functional. Select today to find the perfect 

storage solutions for your kitchen!

Our kitchen specialists can help you explore our full range of accessories, pantries and larders

Drawer mat roll, grey rubber  
textured anti bacterial

270° Neutral carousel, 
off white

Twin towel rail alloy,  
silver anodised aluminium

Round chrome magic corner

180° Chrome carousel,  
for conventional corner base unit

Cutlery trays,  
grey vacuum formed

270° Chrome carousel Twin corner pull out shelves

180° Neutral carousel, for conventional 
corner base unit, off white

Innovative storage solutions

Our kitchen specialists can help you explore our full range of accessories, pantries and larders 119118



Round chrome wire,  
pull-out, soft closing

Flat chrome pull-out larderPull-out larder Blum Antaro space tower

Chrome wine rack,  
five tier chrome.

Waste bin, 
stainless steel

Our kitchen specialists can help you explore our full range of accessories, pantries and larders

Our kitchen pantry is a great storage space for smaller items like dry 

goods and spices, while the larder is better suited for larger items 

such as canned goods and bulk items too big to fit in the pantry.

Maximise kitchen space
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Planning  
your Kitchen Heart of the home

Choosing the right kitchen for your home can be a challenging task. With so many options 

available, it can be difficult to decide which kitchen is right for you. Here are some tips to 

help you pick the kitchen of your dreams. 

Choosing the right kitchen

Determine your needs1

Before you start shopping for a kitchen, think 

about how you will use the space. Consider how 

many people you need to accommodate and 

if you plan to entertain guests, as well as your 

cooking habits. This will help you narrow down 

your choices. 

Consider your budget2

It’s important to set a budget before you 

start shopping for a kitchen. This will help you 

determine what type of kitchen is within your 

price range. You should also consider the cost of 

installation and any additional accessories you 

may need. 

Choose a style3

The style of your kitchen should reflect your 

personal taste and the overall design of your 

home. Do you prefer a modern, traditional, or 

eclectic look? The style of your kitchen will also 

determine the type of materials, finishes, and 

appliances you select. 

Consider storage4

When planning your kitchen, prioritise your 

storage requirements and carefully consider 

accessibility. Ensure that you strategically 

position storage areas, such as pantries or 

larders, near where you’ll be preparing food, 

optimising functionality, and convenience.
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If you are considering changing the shape of your kitchen, 

there are several factors to consider. On the one hand, 

staying with the current shape of your kitchen may be more 

cost-effective and less disruptive than a complete remodel. 

On the other hand, updating the shape and design of your 

kitchen can often improve its functionality, make it more 

aesthetically pleasing, and increase the value of your home. 

Remodel or rework?

1

Pros of rework
The biggest advantage of staying with the 

current shape of your kitchen is cost and 

disruption. Keeping the current shape means 

you don’t have to pay for a complete remodel, 

which can be costly and time-consuming. 

Staying with the current shape may also be the 

right choice if you are happy with the existing 

layout and don’t feel the need to make any 

major changes. 

2

Pros of remodel
First, the current layout of your kitchen 

might be preventing you from optimising its 

space. This can mean that you’re not able to 

maximise its potential or add new appliances 

or kitchen gadgets. Even if you’re able to make 

do with what you have, an updated kitchen 

layout can not only make the room look more 

modern and inviting but could increase it’s 

functionality if you’re constantly frustrated by 

the lack of space and storage.

No matter what shape your kitchen is, there are always ways to optimize the 

space and make it work for you. Whether you’re an avid chef or just love to 

gather with friends and family, there’s a kitchen layout that will meet your 

needs and suit your style. Kitchens come in all shapes and sizes, and here are 

a few of the most common kitchen shapes:

Kitchen shapes

U-shaped
U-shaped kitchens are ideal for larger spaces and 

provide ample counter and cabinet space. They also 

allow for easy flow between different work areas, 

such as the sink, stove, and refrigerator.

L-shaped
L-shaped kitchens are perfect for smaller spaces, 

as they can help maximize usable space. They also 

provide a more open layout and can be used for 

both cooking and dining.

Galley
Galley kitchens are narrow and typically have counter 

space on either side of a central walkway. While they 

may not provide as much storage or counter space as 

other layouts, they can be incredibly efficient and are 

perfect for smaller apartments or homes.

Island
Peninsula kitchens are similar to island kitchens, 

but the extra counter space is attached to the main 

countertop, rather than being a separate unit. They 

can provide additional storage and workspace 

without taking up as much floor space as an island.
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The Avalon Collection has 
everything you need to build 
the kitchen of your dreams. 

With a wide selection of top-of-the-line materials 

and fixtures, plus a variety of colours and finishes, 

you can create a space that is uniquely yours. 

Whether you’re looking for a modern look, or 

something more classic, Avalon has the perfect 

combination of style and functionality.

Our kitchens are made to the highest quality. Sourcing 

only the best materials and using the most advanced 

techniques to ensure that the finished product is built 

to last. We are dedicated to providing our customers 

with a kitchen that is both beautiful and functional. 

We understand that everyone has different tastes and 

budgets. That’s why we offer a wide range of products,  

from laminate to painted cabinets.

Specialising in creating unique kitchens that are tailored 

to your individual tastes and needs. Our experienced 

craftsmen use a combination of traditional English 

techniques and modern technology to create classic styles 

with a contemporary edge.

Creating great 
furniture
Kitchens of dreams At our core, we are dedicated to reducing 

our environmental impact and preserving 
our planet for future generations.

Here at Avalon Kitchens, we strive to minimise 

waste and utilise renewable energy sources 

throughout our operations. 

Our factories, warehouses, and office buildings  

are heated using efficient bio-mass boilers, 

eliminating the need for fossil fuels, and reducing 

the amount of waste sent to landfills. Recycling is 

a key aspect of our commitment to sustainability. 

We actively recycle materials such as vinyl, plastic, 

paper, printer cartridges, and even heavy goods 

vehicle tires, reducing waste and promoting a 

circular economy.

To reduce energy consumption, we closely 

monitor our plant machinery and regularly update 

our delivery fleet with vehicles that meet the Euro 

VI Diesel engine compliance standards, ensuring 

optimal efficiency and minimal emissions.

In our ongoing efforts to prioritise environmental 

sustainability, we are transitioning our company 

cars from fossil fuels to electricity. By installing 

solar panels at our factories, we aim to generate 

our own clean energy and become less reliant on 

the grid, further reducing our carbon footprint 

and contributing to a greener future.

To promote responsible sourcing, we encourage 

our suppliers to ensure our raw materials come 

from sustainable and responsibly managed 

sources. 

For every mature tree harvested, a new tree is 

planted, helping to combat deforestation and 

maintain the balance of our forests.

Avalon Kitchens are proud of our commitment to 

environmental stewardship, continuously seeking 

innovative ways to minimise our impact on the 

planet. By adopting sustainable practices across 

our operations, we strive to make a positive and 

lasting difference in the fight against climate 

change.

Behaving responsibly
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•  Certified Excellence: Our cabinets hold the 

prestigious Fira Gold Certification.

•  Superior Construction: Crafted with 18mm high-

quality melamine faced chipboard (BS6222-3:1999) 

and a 130gsm overlay, our cabinets provide long-

lasting performance.

•  Enhanced Aesthetics and Protection: With 0.8mm 

ABS cabinet lipping, our cabinets offer both a sleek 

appearance and enhanced protection against wear 

and tear.

•  Strength and Stability: Our cabinets feature 

cam construction with added dowels, providing 

exceptional strength and stability for long-term use.

•  Solid Backing: Enjoy the sturdiness of 8mm full-

length matching MDF backs for both base and wall 

cabinets, ensuring structural integrity.

•  Seamless Installation: Concealed wall hanging 

brackets not only provide a secure installation but 

also enhance the overall aesthetic appeal of your 

kitchen.

•  Precision Hinges: Our Blum 110° three-way 

adjustable hinges offer superior functionality, 

allowing for easy door adjustments and a perfect fit.

•  Quiet and Gentle Closure: Opt for the Blum soft-

close door option to experience smooth and silent 

door closure.

•  Effortless Drawer Operation: Blum drawer systems 

with soft-close functionality ensures seamless and 

quiet drawer operation, maximizing convenience 

and functionality.

•  Coordinated Perfection: Replaceable co-ordinated 

ends are available to perfectly match our uni-colour, 

wood grain, and gloss finishes, creating a cohesive 

and harmonious kitchen design.

Cabinets and drawers

Grey Mist WhiteOysterLancaster 

Oak

Kashmir Lava

Cabinet & drawer options

We understand that a well-designed kitchen considers every angle, and that 

includes the inside view. Our internal colour-matched cabinets guarantee 

that you’ll experience a sense of satisfaction every time you open a drawer or 

cupboard. The cohesive look and meticulous attention to detail will leave you 

impressed with the overall design and functionality.

Solid Oak timber drawers with beautifully 

crafted dovetail joints are available as an 

option on Bowland, Haddington, Hawkshaw 

and Pendle kitchens.  Not only are they 

aesthetically pleasing to the eye but they 

ensure strength and durability for years to 

come! 

Our kitchens come equipped with Blum draw 

systems, ensuring top-notch functionality 

and stylish design.

The Blum Merivobox is offered in multiple 

configurations to suit your preferences. You 

can choose from a range of colours for the 

carcases white, grey mist and lava.  

Tip-on option available which allows for push 

to open and slow motion close.

Our Blum Antaro drawer packs come 

complete with soft-close systems. Choose 

from a range of colours for the carcases in 

grey mist, Lancaster oak, oyster, white and 

Kashmir.

Experience the difference that meticulous attention to detail and premium features 

can make in your kitchen. Choose our cabinets and drawers for exceptional quality, 

functionality, and stunning aesthetics.
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Elevate your kitchen experience 
with innovative excellence

Blum products

When it comes to kitchen fittings, there is one name that stands above 

the rest: BLUM. Renowned for their unparalleled quality, innovation, and 

precision, BLUM is a global leader in the kitchen industry. With a rich 

history dating back to 1952 in Austria, BLUM has revolutionized the way we 

experience and interact with our kitchens.

BLUM’s commitment to excellence is evident in every aspect of their product 

range. Meticulously engineered to perfection, their fittings are designed to 

enhance the functionality and convenience of your kitchen. From smooth 

and effortless drawer systems to sleek and reliable hinges, BLUM’s innovative 

solutions are crafted to make your everyday kitchen tasks a breeze.

MERIVOBOX drawer system

The innovative L-shape of the 

brand-new runner system ensures 

high stability and load bearing 

capacity. In addition to the 

synchronised feather-light glide, 

the high level of front stability 

opens up new possibilities in 

kitchen design. The characteristic 

look with clear lines and a 

unique design also gives the 

award winning (Red Dot design 

award) MERIVOBOX a distinctive 

appearance.

TANDEMBOX Antaro Drawers

Our drawers are a mellow grey 

toned metal sided drawer with a 

16 mm co-ordinating solid base. 

Low-friction cylindrical nylon 

rollers guarantee a feather-light 

glide and dynamic carrying 

capacities of 30kg, 50kg and 

65kg. Thanks to soft-close 

BLUMOTION, drawers and pull-

outs will always close softly.

AVENTOS HF Bi-fold lift 
system

AVENTOS HF is an award-winning 

lift system for bi-fold fronts 

both high and large. The system 

provides endless possibilities in 

planning and design with little 

installation effort. AVENTOS HF 

offers direct access, ease of use 

and freedom of movement.

Blum Lifetime Guarantee

Such is Blum’s confidence with their manufacturing excellence, in the unlikely event of any 

defect occurring within a Blum fitting, they will replace it free of charge, regardless of its age.

The double door larder unit is the ultimate in 

storage and includes two deep pan drawers.
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Avalon Door Matrix

Painted

Real Wood Matt
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Disclaimer

Information and images in this brochure are for guidance only. While every effort have been made to ensure the accuracy of the 

information contained within this brochure there may be typographic or other errors, inaccuracies or omissions that may relate 

to product descriptions, specifications and other details. Although very effort has been made to ensure that our photos and print 

are as true to colour as possible, due to inconsistencies of various monitors, lighting sources, digital photography and printer 

variations, we cannot guarantee that the colour you see accurately portrays the true colour of the product. 

Hawkshaw shown in laurel.Enhancing your everyday life
From contemporary masterpieces to 
timeless classics. Avalon kitchen styles 
captivate your senses and elevate your 
culinary experience. 

Delight in the seamless fusion of form and function using the 

finest materials, meticulous attention to detail, and cutting-edge 

technologies that define our kitchens.

Be inspired by our intelligent storage solutions, sleek cabinet 

designs, and ergonomic workspaces,

Discover a world of stunning colour palettes and exquisite finishes.

Whether you're seeking a sleek, modern design or a warm and 

inviting space, our kitchen brochure serves as your guide to 

creating the kitchen of your dreams.

Together, let’s transform your kitchen into a space that not only 

reflects your style but also enhances. 

Welcome to a world of culinary inspiration, where artistry meets 

functionality and perfection resides in every detail.
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